A state-dependent Fliccati equation (SDRE) based controller with integral servomechanism tracking is designed to convert flight path angle commands to angl-f-attack and bank angle commands for a bank-twturn air vehicle. T h i s problem is challenging because the controls are highly nonlinear, appearing i n t h e dynamics as products of sines and cosines.
Introduction
Today there is an emphasis on rea-time trajectory optimization for both civil and military purposes. Increased microprocessor execution speed and storage combined with rapid optimization techniques [l, 2, 31 are making rea-time trajectory optimization a reality. If an optimal trajectory is computed BS a parameterized, continuously differentiable (C') function or, if a discretetime optimal trajectory is curvefitted BS a parame terized, continuously differentiable (Cl) function, then the function can be differentiated to provide imtantaneous f l i t path angle reference wmmands.
In order for an air vehicle to follow the optimized trajectory, the Eght path angle commands need to be converted to body attitude wmmands. In this paper, a state-dependent Riecati equation-based controller is designed to convert the flight path angle commands to angleof-attsck and bank angle commands. The system dynamics are presented 
System Dynamics
The flight path angle system dynamics are given by:
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where Q(z) 2 0 and R(z) > 0 for all z and f(0) = 0.
The SDRE approach for obtaining a subopti- In the multivariable case, it is well-known [4, 5] that if f(z) is a continuously &rentiible fnnction of z, there is an infinite number of ways to factor f(z) into A ( z ) z and that A ( z ) can be parameterized as A(z,G), where U' is a vector of frea design parameters. In order to obtain a valid solution of the SDRE, the pair {A(z,U'),B(z)) hss to be pointwise stahilizable in the linear senee for aU z in the domain of interest.
ii) Solve the stotedepmdent R h t i equation
to obtain P ( z ) 2 0.
iii) Construct the nonlineor feedback mntruller equation: In order for the SDRE to have a solution, the pointwise detectability mdition must be satisfied. This is accomplished by penalizing the integral states wi t ! the corresponding non-zero diagonal elements of Q(E).
SDRE Control Design
In order to handle the nonlinearity of the controls in Eqs. (1)-(2) 
The term (-7 -1)/7 is well-behaved and goes to zero as 7 + 0. The resulting bias term -g/V is then factored by multiplying and dividing by z. The value of z is reset to its initii value each time through the controller so the M o r -g/(Vz) is well-behaved.
In generating the statedependent d & n t &%&or A(z,S), all of the cosine term in Eqs. (1)-(2)
were sbifted to the origin in this way. Additionally, the cos?. factors appearing in the denominators of the tema in the x-dynamics (2) were rewritten as sec7 factors in the numerators of these terms. The sec7 factors were then shifted to the origin. Finally, any term contdning more than one state variable wss parameterid These parameters wee selected as e1 = €2 = .01
and NI = Na = 6. The statedependent weightings qll(z) and ~( 2 ) .
imposed on the integral states 71 and a, enhance the rise time and reduce the overshoot of 7 and x, respectively. The state-dependent
and "(z) place soft bounds on ( I and p as they near f25" and i90°, respectively [a, 91. To desensitize the controller to large differences between the flight path angle commands and their actual dues, especially between xc and ,y, the differences 7o -7 and xe -x were passed through a ssturation function with an upper and lower limit of 4 degreea before being input to the controller.
The thredoop control system waa evaluated using the initial tught condition {Mach (M) = 
Summary
The statedependent R i m t i equation control method has been used t o deaign a controller to dynamically convert llight path angle commands to body attitude commands. This comrsion problem is a challenging one since the controls, angle of-attack and bank angle, are highly nonlinear, a p pearing in the dynamica as the products of sines and ccsines. This nonlinearity was t " d from the controls to the 8Ugmented state Vector by introdue ing integral control. Integral servomechanisms were then employed to &eve unbiased tracking of the Eight path angle commands.
